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Constraint-Directed Backtracking Algorithmfor Constraint-Satisfaction ProblemsWanlin Pang Scott D. GoodwinDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of ReginaRegina, Saskatchewan, Canada S4S 0A2Email: pang@cs.uregina.ca goodwin@cs.uregina.caAbstractWe propose a new backtracking method called constraint-directed backtracking (CDBT)for solving constraint-satisfaction problems (CSPs). CDBT and chronological back-tracking (BT) share a similar style of instantiating variables (forward) and re-instantiatingvariables (backward). They di�er in that CDBT searches instantiations of variablesin a variable set from a given constraint posed on that variable set and appends itto a partial solution, whereas BT searches the instantiation of one variable from itsdomain. The search space of CDBT is much more limited than that of chronologicalbacktracking. The similarity between CDBT and BT enables us to incorporate othertree search techniques, such as BJ, CBJ, FC, into CDBT to improve its performancefurther.1 IntroductionBacktracking search is one of the most popular methods for solving constraint satis-faction problems ([4, 15, 17]). The original backtracking BT [9, 2] (often referred toas chronological or generic backtracking) su�ers from the thrashing problem, as well asexplosive search space. Many new search techniques have been developed to deal withthese problems. For instance, backjumping (BJ) [8] and conict-directed backjumping(CBJ) [16] jump to the culprit point when a dead-end is encountered. Forward check-ing (FC) [11] and backmarking (BM) [7] detect dead-ends before they occur. There arealso hybrid ones [16] that improve BT in both ways. In this paper, we propose a new al-gorithm called constraint-directed backtracking (CDBT) for solving CSPs. CDBT andBT share a similar style of instantiating variables (forward move) and re-instantiatingvariables (backward move). They di�er in that CDBT searches instantiations to vari-ables in a variable set from a given constraint posed on that variable set and appendsit to a partial solution. When a partial solution cannot be extended, i.e., when adead-end is encountered, CDBT backtracks to a previously instantiated variable set,re-instantiates variables in that set, and continues from there. In this way, CDBT hasa much more limited search space than BT has. The similarity between CDBT and2



BT enables us to incorporate the existing advanced techniques into CDBT to improveits performance further.In the following sections, we describe the CDBT algorithm, analyze its complexity,prove its correctness, and report our preliminary experimental results.2 De�nitionsA constraint satisfaction problem is a structure < X;D;C > whereX = fX1; X2; : : : ; Xng is a set of variables that may take on values from a set ofdomains D = fD1; D2; : : : ; Dng, and C = fCI ; CJ ; : : : ; CKg is a set of constraints.Each constraint CI of C is in the form of < VI ; SI >, where VI = fXi1 ; Xi2; : : : ; Ximigis an ordered subset of X and SI is a subset of Di1 �Di2 � : : :�Dimi . In other words,CI is a constraint posed on VI to limit the values that they can take on.1 The problemis to �nd one (or all) solution(s).A solution to the CSP is an n ary tuple sol from D1�D2� : : :�Dn such that solsatis�es all constraints; i.e., for all CI in C, the projection of sol on VI is an elementof SI . A partial solution to a subset of variables VH = fXh1 ; Xh2 ; : : : ; Xhmhg is anmh ary tuple solH fromDh1�Dh2�: : :�Dhmh such that for all CI 2 C where VI � VHthe projection of solH on VI is an element of SI .Let VH and VK be subsets of variables, solH a partial solution to VH . Partialsolution solK to VK is combinable with solH if either VH \ VK = ;, or VH \ VK =VHK 6= ; and the projection of solK on VHK is the same as the projection of solH onVHK.Example 1 We consider the 4-queens problem where we need to place 4 queens ina 4 by 4 chess board such that they do not attack each other. This can beformulated as a binary CSP with four variables V = fX1; X2; X3; X4g. Eachvariable corresponds to a row, and its value represents which column to place aqueen. The domain of each variable is f1; 2; 3; 4g. The constraints speci�ed inthe problem description exist between every pair of variables:C = fC34; C23; C12; C24; C13; C14g, whereV34 = fX3X4g, V23 = fX2X3g, V12 = fX1X2g,V24 = fX2X4g, V13 = fX1X3g, V14 = fX1X4g.S34 = S23 = S12 = f(31); (41); (42); (13); (14); (24)g,S24 = S13 = f(21); (41); (12); (32); (23); (43); (14); (34)g,S14 = f(21); (31); (12); (32); (42); (13); (23); (43); (24); (34)g.Let V234 = fX2; X3; X4g and V12 = fX1; X2g be two subsets of variables, sol234 =(241) a partial solution to V234. Partial solution sol12 = (42) to V12 is combin-able with sol234 = (241) to V234, but partial solution sol12 = (41) to V12 is notcombinable with sol234 = (241). Note that although sol12 = (42) is combinablewith sol234 = (241), the combined tuple (4241) is not a partial solution to V1234,since the constraint C13 is violated.1For simplicity, we assume that 8I; J(CI 2 C ^CJ 2 C ^ I 6= J ) VI 6= VJ ^ VI 6� VJ ^ VJ 6� VI ).3



3 CDBT AlgorithmThe CDBT algorithm is de�ned by two recursive procedures, forward and goback. Sup-pose that we have already found a partial solution solI to variable set VI . Procedureforward extends this partial solution by appending to it instantiations of variables inanother selected variable set on which there exists a given constraint. It �rst selectsa CJ =< VJ ; SJ > from the given constraint set C, then it chooses a tuple tup fromS�J containing those tuples in SJ , which are combinable with solI as instantiations ofvariables in VJ , and appends tup to solI to form a tuple tupK , which is tested to seeif it is a partial solution to variable set VK = VI [ VJ . If tupK is a partial solutionto VK , forward is called recursively to extend tupK . If tupK is not a partial solutionto VK, another tuple from S�J is chosen and appended to form another tupK , which istested again. If no tuples are left in S�J to be chosen, goback is called to re-instantiatevariables in a selected variable set, which were previously instantiated.Procedure goback �rst selects a constraint CJ =< VJ ; SJ > from constraint set C0containing constraints CL =< VL; SL >, where VL has already been instantiated. Thenit re-instantiates variables in VJ by choosing another tuple from S�J and forms a newtupK which is tested to see if it is a partial solution to variable set VK . If tupK is apartial solution to VK , forward is called to extend tupK . If tupK is not a partial solutionto VK, another tuple from S�J is chosen and appended to form another tupK , which istested again. If S�J is empty, goback is called recursively to re-instantiate variables inanother selected variable set.forward(VI; solI):1. begin2. if jVI j = n then return solI ;3. select CJ =< VJ ; SJ > from C;4. VK  VI [ VJ ;5. compute cks(VK) = fCH jCH 2 C; VH 6= VJ ; VH 6� VI ; VH � VKg;6. compute S�J = ftupjtup 2 SJ ; tup is combinable with solIg;7. while S�J 6= ; do8. tup one tuple taken from S�J ;9. join(solI ; tup; tupK);10. if test(tupK ; cks(VK)) then11. move CJ from C to C0;12. forward(VK; tupK);13. end while14. goback(VI; solI);15. endgoback(VK; solK):1. begin2. if jC0j = 0 then return failure;3. select CJ from C0;4. move those C0J (moved to C0 after CJ) from C0 to C;5. VI  VK � [V 0J ;6. solI  proj(solK; VI)7. while S�J 6= ; do8. tup one tuple taken from S�J ;4



9. join(solI ; tup; tupK);10. if test(tupK ; cks(VK)) then forward(VK; tupK);11. end while12. move CJ from C0 to C;13. goback(VI; solI);14. endLet tupI and tupJ be instantiations of variables in VI and VJ respectively. The pro-cedure join(tupI ; tupJ ; tupK) produces a tuple tupK , an instantiation of the variablesin VK = VI [ VJ , such that proj(tupK; VI) = tupI and proj(tupK; VJ) = tupJ .The function test(tupK ; cks(VK)) returns true if the tuple tupK satis�es all theconstraints in cks(VK) and false otherwise. It is de�ned as follows:test(tupK ; cks(VK ))1. begin2. for each CH in cks(VK ) do3. if proj(tupK ; VH) 62 SH then return false;4. return true;5. endThe function proj(tup; VK) returns a jVK j ary tuple, which is the projection of tupon the variable subset VK .To �nd a solution to a given CSP < V; U; C >, CDBT �rst selects a constraintCI from C, moves CI from C to C0, takes a tuple solI from S�I = SI , and then callsforward(VI; solI).Example 2 For the 4-queens problem in Example 1, let CDBT choose the constraintsof the order: fC34; C23; C12g in the forward procedure and backtrack to the mostrecently instantiated variable set. The process of forward and goback can beillustrated by the backtrack tree in Figure 1, where the up-down arrows indicatethe forward moves and the down-up arrows the backward moves.
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3rd level:    Choices for V12,  given V234  Figure 1: CDBT backtrack tree for the 4-queens problemSo far we have been assuming that constraints such as CI =< VI ; SI >, posed ona subset of variables VI = fXI1 ; XI2; : : : ; XImig, are given in the form of a relation,i.e., SI � DI1 � DI2 � : : :� DImi . To handle constraints expressed in other forms, aprocedure is needed to generate the relational form from the original form. Supposewe are given a CSP < V; U; C0 > where C0 is the set of constraints such that S0Iare expressed in a non-relational form. A procedure generate(S0I ; SI) is needed togenerate a relation SI on DI1�DI2�: : :�DImi from the given non-relational constraintC0I =< VI ; S0I >. We can modify the CDBT algorithm to deal with non-relational5



constraints by preprocessing the constraints C0 using the procedure generate to producethe set of relational constraints C.Notice that in both forward and goback, the selection of CJ is arbitrary. This featuregives CDBT the exibility to adopt other tree search methods, such as BJ, CBJ, FCand so on, to improve its e�ciency. However, if the order of variable sets is decidedbefore the call of forward procedure and the most recently instantiated variable set isalways chosen to be backtracked to in goback, CDBT has the same style of forward andbackward moves as the chronological BT has.4 The Search Space of CDBTGiven a constraint satisfaction problem < V; U; C >, where V = fX1; X2; : : : ; Xng,U = fD1; D2; : : : ; Dng, C = fCI ; CJ ; : : : ; CKg, and each constraint CI is in the formof < VI ; SI >, where VI = fXi1 ; Xi2; : : : ; Ximig is a subset of V and SI is a subsetof Di1 � Di2 � : : : � Dimi . The chronological backtracking algorithm searches theinstantiation of a variable from its domain, and its search space is of the size Qnj=1 jDj j.To �nd a solution to a given problem, CDBT selects a subset of constraints C0 =fCH1 ; CH2; : : : ; CHlg such that Slj=1 VHj = V . CDBT searches the instantiations ofvariables in the variable set VHi from the given constraint posed on that variable set,that is, from SHi . Therefore, the search space can be seen as a l level search tree. Forexample, a search tree for 4-queens problem is shown in Figure 2.
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 3131    4131    3141    4141    4241   3142     4142    4242     1313    1413       2413   1314   1414     2414     1424 Figure 2: The search tree of CDBT for the 4-queens problemLet Ni be the number of nodes at the ith level, VI the set of variables that havebeen instantiated up to the ith level, and Solji the partial solution corresponding tothe jth node at the ith level. We have N1 = jSH1 j, Ni =PNi�1j=1 jS�jHi j for i = 2; 3; : : : ; l,where S�jHi = ftjt 2 SHi ; proj(t; VI \ VHi) = proj(Solji ; VI \ VHi)g. In the worst case,it can be shown that Nl = Qnj=1 jDjj; that is, CDBT has the same size search spaceas standard backtrack has. However, for almost all the problems, Nl = PNl�1j=1 jS�jHlj ismuch less than Qnj=1 jDj j.Considering the n-queens problem (n > 3) where Ci;i+1; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n�1 are chosenin the forward procedure. The number of nodes in the search tree can be calculatedas follows. At the �rst level, the number of nodes is N1 = (n� 1)(n� 2). At ith level,where i = 2; 3; : : : ; n� 1, the number of nodes is Ni = 2Gi�1 + (n� 3)Ni�1 where Gican be calculated by Gi = Ni�1 � Gi�1 +Pi�1j=1(�1)jGi�j + (�1)i�1 and G1 = n � 2.It can be shown that Ni�1 is much less than N i.As another example, let us look at ZEBRA problem [16, 3]. It has 25 variables: �ve(house) colors, �ve nationalities, �ve brands of cigarettes, �ve pets, and �ve drinks.6



Each of the variables has a domain of f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g corresponding to the house number.Suppose we choose the variable sets of the basic constraints (i.e., each of the housesis a di�erent color, inhabited by a di�erent nationality, who smokes a di�erent brandof cigarettes, owns a di�erent pet, and prefers a di�erent drinks) to be instantiated inthe forward procedure; then the search space of CDBT is (5!)5 instead of 525.In general, if the average tightness of constraints is � (0 < � < 1), Nl will be atleast ( 1�)l times less than Qnj=1 jDjj.5 Correctness of CDBTAn algorithm is correct if it is sound (�nds only solutions), complete (�nds all solu-tions), and terminates ([14]). In this section, we show that CDBT is correct.When a solution is found by CDBT , CDBT traverses an l level backtrack searchtree. Along the path from the root to the solution node, the ith level node correspondsto an instantiation to variables in variable set V i = Sij=1 VHj . It is guaranteed, byperforming test at line 10 in procedure forward and at line 10 in procedure goback, thatthe instantiation satis�es all those constraints CJ such that VJ � V i. In other words,the ith node corresponds to a partial solution to variables in V i. Consequently, the�nal l level node corresponds to a partial solution to variables in V l = Slj=1 VHj = V .It is a solution to the given problem.To prove the completeness of CDBT , we suppose that CDBT is used repeatedly tosearch all the solutions. Let (d1; d2; : : : ; dn) be a solution. For any selected constraintsubset C0 = fCH1; CH2; : : : ; CHlg where Slj=1 VHj = V , we permute (d1; d2; : : : ; dn)into (d01; d02; : : : ; d0n) such that (d01; d02; : : : ; djVH1j0) is an instantiation to variables in VH1,(d01; d02; : : : ; d0jVH1[VH2 j) is an instantiation to variables in VH1 [VH2 , (d01; d02; : : : ; d0jV ij) isan instantiation to variables in V i = Sij=1 VHj , and so on. If CDBT is used repeatedly,since (d01; d02; : : : ; d0jV ij) satis�es all constraints on V i, the node corresponding to thistuple will be visited and found consistent. Therefore, (d01; d02; : : : ; d0n) will be found byCDBT as a solution.CDBT terminates when jVKj = n turns to be true at line 11 in procedure forward(a solution to the given problem is found) or when jC0j = 0 is true at line 13 inprocedure goback (no solution exists to the given problem is discovered). In both cases,the number of recursive calls of forward and goback is bounded by Qli=1 jSHi j.6 ExperimentsTo evaluate the performance, we tested CDBT on the n-queens problem, where n variesfrom 3 to 10, and compared it with the chronological backtracking program. The n-queens problem is chosen since it has been widely used to rank tree search methods,although CDBT 's advantages are more pronounced when it is used to solve generalCSPs. We implemented the basic CDBT for n-queens problem, where the variable pairsfVn�1;n; Vn�2;n�1; : : : ; V2;1g are chosen in the forward procedure and it backtracks tothe most recently instantiated variable pair when a dead-end occurs.The Prolog implementations of both CDBT and BT do not include any heuristics.The order of variables to be instantiated and the order of values to be chosen are the7



same for both programs, so that they give the same output. We �rst use the programsto �nd the �rst solution to n-queens problems and then to �nd all the solutions. Thenumber of nodes visited and the number of consistency checks are recorded and sum-marized in Table 1. This shows that the number of nodes and checks recorded fromCDBT is signi�cantly smaller than that from BT (with one exception for �nding the�rst solution to 7-queens problem).no. of First Solution All Solutionsvar- BT CDBT no. of BT CDBTables nodes checks nodes checks solutions nodes checks nodes checks3 18 17 4 11 0 18 17 4 114 26 31 9 23 2 68 84 22 345 15 22 6 33 10 270 453 104 1576 171 314 89 181 4 918 1754 488 8567 42 87 21 95 40 3864 8791 2180 45278 876 2205 564 1394 92 16456 42296 10266 246349 333 935 229 684 352 75546 216149 49856 13414610 975 2987 692 2113 724 355390 1115840 249976 743816Table 1: The result of solving n-queens problemFurther experiments are being conducted on n-queens problem, where CDBT isembedded with the technique of BJ, CBJ, or FC. We intend to compare its performancewith the similar ones (e.g., CDBT embedded with BJ to BJ). Unfortunately, no resultcan be reported at this time.7 Related WorkThere are a few decomposition techniques developed for solving CSPs [5, 10, 13] whichwe consider are related to CDBT in that they all treat particular variable sets assingleton variables and apply backtracking to search for solutions.To see the similarity and di�erence among them, we borrow some de�nitions fromgraph theory [1, 12].Let H =< X;E > be a hypergraph where X =< X1; X2; : : : ; Xn > is a �nitenode set and E a family of subsets of X (hyper-edges of H). A partial hypergraphof H is a hypergraph H 0 =< X;E 0 > such that E0 � E. A line graph of H is thegraph GR(H) =< E; F >, where F = f(Ei; Ej)ji 6= j; Ei 2 E;Ej 2 E;Ei \ Ej 6= ;g.An intergraph of H is a graph G(H) =< E;K >, where K � F and 8Ei; Ej 2 E,if Ei \ Ej 6= ;, there exists in G(H) a chain (Ei = E1; E2; : : : ; Eq = Ej) such that8l; 1 � l < q; Ei \ Ej � El \ El+1. A minimal intergraph of H is an intergraphGm(H) =< E;Km >, where Km is minimal w.r.t. inclusion (i.e. there is no K 0m � Kmsuch that G(H) =< E;K0m > is an intergraph).Given a CSP < X;D;C >, where C = fCI ; CJ ; : : : ; CKg, and each CI is in the form< VI ; SI > (SI may not be explicitly given). Let V = fVI ; VJ ; : : : ; VKg (also called8



scheme of constraints) and S = fSI ; SJ ; : : : ; SKg. We have a hypergraph Hc =<X; V > (called constraint hypergraph), where nodes are variables and hyper-edges arede�ned by constraint scheme.Let � be a family of subsets of V that covers V , 	 be a family of subset of X suchthat 	i = [�i. The existing decomposition methods are, �rst, to �nd a � such that thehypergraph H =< V;	 > has an acyclic minimal intergraph Gm(H ) =< 	; V  >,then, to translate the original CSP to a binary CSP < 	; D ; C >. The scheme of thebinary CSP < 	; D ; C > is V  . Similarly and also di�erently, the CDBT algorithmis, �rst, to �nd a partial hypergraph of Hc, Hp =< X;P > where P � V and [P = X ,then to translate the original CSP < X;D;C > to a binary CSP < P;Dp; Cp >. Thescheme of the binary CSP < P;Dp; Cp > isV p = f(VJ ; VK)jVJ \ VK 6= ; or 9VH 2 V s:t:VH � VJ [ VKg.Informally, CDBT can be described as follows:� CDBT algorithm:1. selecting a subset P of V such that [P = X ,2. constructing a sub-partial graph induced by P ,3. solving the given problem by searching the constructed graph.Let us compare CDBT with the other two well-referred decomposition schemes:� The Tree Clustering Scheme (TC) described in [5]:1. identifying all the maximal cliques of variables,2. ordering cliques by constructing a join tree of cliques (as nodes),3. �nding all solutions to each subproblem represented by each node in the jointree,4. solving the given problem by searching the join tree.� The Hinge Decomposition Scheme (HD) described in [10]:1. generating minimal hinges,2. constructing a hinge tree T of minimal hinge (as nodes),3. �nding all solutions to each subproblem represented by each node in thehinge tree,4. solving the given problem by searching the hinge tree.In both TC and HD schemes, the set of maximal cliques (nodes of the join tree)and the set of minimal hinges (nodes of hinge tree) are the family of subset of V(the scheme of the original constraints). In the case that the cardinality of maximalclique (or minimal hinge) is huge, (e.g., it is close to jX j for hard 3SAT problems),�nding all solutions to the subproblems is quite ine�cient and unnecessary. For thoseCSPs (e.g., n-queens problem) with only one maximal clique or only one minimal hinge(i.e., the whole variable set X), both TC and HD degenerate into any method thatis used in the third step and lose any of the advantage completely. On the one hand,CDBT is a general method that can be applied to any kind of problems without losingits advantages. On the other hand, the join tree or the hinge tree can serve as anexcellent constraint ordering heuristics for selecting CJ in procedure forward so thatbacktracking (if it has to backtrack) can be limited within certain areas of the searchtree. Without �nding all solutions to subproblems, CDBT can be modi�ed to perform9



tree search at di�erent level and may be implemented parallelly. However, this will bethe future work.8 Future Work and ConclusionWe presented a new backtracking algorithm CDBT for CSPs, which has a much morelimited search space than generic backtracking algorithm does and which has the ex-ibility to embed other tree search methods to improve the performance further.Current work is being carried out on the following aspects:� Select CJ in procedure forward (forward move for instantiation) in order to limitthe number of backtracks. The criterion is that if the given CSP has a treestructure hypergraph, the selected constraint subset should be in such an orderthat a solution can be found with at most 2-bounded backtracks ([6]). For aCSP of general dual constraint graph, the selected constraint subset should be insuch an order that the backtracking should be limited in the smallest subsets ofconstraints.� De�ne consistency for general CSPs and develop e�cient method for enforcingsuch consistency.� Implement CDBT incorporated with BJ, CBJ and FC and evaluate the perfor-mance.References[1] C. Berge. Hypergraphs. North-Holland, New York, 1989.[2] J. R. Bitner and E. M. Reingold. Backtrack programming techniques. Communi-cations of the ACM, 18(11):651{656, 1975.[3] R. Dechter. Enhancement schemes for constraint processing: backjumping, learn-ing, and cutset decomposition. Arti�cial Intelligence, 41:273{312, 1990.[4] R. Dechter and J. Pearl. Network-based heuristics for constraint-satisfaction prob-lems. Arti�cial Intelligence, 34:1{38, 1988.[5] R. Dechter and J. Pearl. Tree clustering for constraint networks. Arti�cial Intel-ligence, 38:353{366, 1989.[6] E. Freuder. Backtrack-free and backtrack-bounded search. In L. Kanal and V. Ku-mar, editors, Search in Arti�cail Intelligence, pages 343{369. Springer-Verlag, NewYork, 1988.[7] J. Gaschnig. A general backtrack algorithm that eliminates most redundant tests.In Proceedings of the 3rd International Joint Conference on AI, page 457, Cam-bridge, MA, 1977.[8] J. Gaschnig. Experimental case studies of backtrack vs. waltz-type vs. new al-gorithms for satis�cing assignment problems. In Proceedings of the 2nd BiennialConference of the Canadian Society for Computational Studies of Intelligence,pages 268{277, Toronto, Ont., July 1978.10
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